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Disclosure
• I manage the CADTH Rapid Response program and am involved with 

the Cochrane Rapid Review Methods Group

• No other financial conflicts

• CADTH is funded by federal, provincial, and territorial ministries of 

health.

• Application fees for three programs:

• CADTH Common Drug Review (CDR)

• CADTH pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review (pCODR)

• CADTH Scientific Advice
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Systematic Reviews

“Systematic review attempts to collate all empirical evidence that fits pre-

specified eligibility criteria in order to answer a specific research 

question. It uses explicit, systematic methods that are selected with a 

view to minimizing bias, thus providing more reliable findings from which 

conclusions can be drawn and decisions made.” (Antman 1992, Oxman

1993)



“Systematic Review Dilemma”

 Can be demanding and challenging to conduct…

 Potential volume; complexity of certain topics; and the many steps 

involved in their conduct

 Usually conducted at a very broad interventional and implementation 

level (not always specific or tailored to a region, particular context or 

setting)

 SRs can take between 6 months and 2 years

 If we started today:

 Earliest finish date – April 2016 (6 mos)

 Realistic finish date – Oct. 2017 (1 yr)

 Late finish date – Oct. 2018 (2 yrs) (delays happen; not 

uncommon)
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Why Rapid Reviews?

“HTA reports take too long to develop delaying important 

policy decisions impacting health care”

-Health Technology Assessment Task Group, Health Technology Strategy 1.0

Federal, Provincial, Territorial Advisory Committee on Information and Emerging 

Technologies



Options in the “systematic review 

dilemma”

 Policymakers and healthcare stakeholders increasingly seeking rapid 

access to high-quality evidence to inform decisions;  but the 

methodologies that make systematic reviews authoritative take time 

…in years;  not months, weeks, days or hours

 Decision-makers left with less attractive options: 

a) Go forward with ‘no evidence’ 

b) Go forward with piecemeal primary evidence that is likely not directly 

applicable to their setting, and may be of variable quality

This assumes that decision makers are able to discern ‘quality’ of the 

evidence – which is not always the case.
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What if the decision can’t wait?....
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How does one get a SR done more quickly for decision-makers? 
There are possible options. BUT what if efficiency is not enough?

Evidence 
needed to 
Inform a 
Decision 

1. Limit SR scope 
& outcomes of 

interest

2. More 
reviewers 

working parallel

3. Streamlining  
SR Processes 

(administrative; 
use software etc)

4. Abbreviated 
methods (cutting 
some corners) = 
RAPID REVIEWS
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Systematic vs. Rapid Reviews
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW RAPID REVIEW

TIMEFRAME 6 months – 2 years 4-16 wks

QUESTION Focused clinical question, narrow 
parameters

Focused to broader questions 

(depth vs. breadth tradeoffs)

SOURCES AND 
SEARCHES

Searching is comprehensive using 
explicit strategies

Sources may be limited, but using explicit 
strategies; 

SELECTION Exclusion/inclusion defined a priori Exclusion/inclusion defined a priori and 
post hoc

APPRAISAL Rigorous; critical appraisal Rigorous; critical appraisal

SYNTHESIS Narrative synthesis +/-
Quantitative synthesis

Syntheses generally narrative 

INFERENCES Evidence-based inferences used 
to answer to a question

Limited/ cautious interpretation to 
answer a question



Potential Biases with Rapid Reviews
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Selection

• Selective reporting bias (e.g. post-hoc exclusion/inclusion might 

significantly alter direction of results (Higgins et al. 2012))

Synthesis

• Narrative synthesis might overestimate significant results (McAlister et 

al. 1999)

Timeframe

• Availability bias  important evidence might not be located as a result 

of limited time (e.g. full-texts)

Related problems:

Inferences

• End-user might overestimate external validity of results
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Challenges
• No agreed-upon definition of RR - clarity and consensus 

needed to move the science forward

• Not many RRs in the published literature; many are likely 

sitting on websites or shelves of organizations  - not sure 

why this is. 

• May be a proprietary issue (publishing restrictions)

• May be that the RR approach is not appealing to some 

journals; or perception by authors that they won’t get 

published

• Empirically, we don’t know about biases in taking  shortcuts.

• Do RRs provide similar results to SRs?

• Do decision-makers think this is even a problem?
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Programme Objective

To provide Canadian health care stakeholders 

with timely, relevant evidence to support 

informed decision-making
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Our customers

• Federal government

• Provincial governments

• Regional health authorities

• Hospitals

Outside of audience:

• Academia, industry, associations, community 

pharmacists, healthcare workers in private clinics



What does CADTH consider to be a health 

technology?

• Pharmaceuticals (includes 

blood and vaccines); 

• Diagnostics; and 

• Medical, dental, surgical 

devices and procedures. 



Modified Review Techniques

• Single author review

• Limited literature search (past 5 years)

• Limiting number of databases searched

• Narrative summary instead of formal meta-

analysis 

• Building off of existing syntheses



Rapid Response: Products



Rapid Response Process (Summary 

with Critical Appraisal)

Receive Request
Topic Refinement

(PICOS)
Literature Search

Screening and Study 
Selection (Titles and 

Abstracts)

Retrieve full text
Screening & Study 
Selection (full text 

review)

Synthesis (Narrative)Internal Review

Publication and 
Dissemination

Follow up with 
customer



Number of Rapid Response Reports Completed

155

263 269

409

359
376

296

235 237

350 358

116
(75%)

166
(63%)

178
(66%)

299
(73%) 255

(71%)
244

(65%) 210
(71%) 153

(65%)

179 
(76%)

240
(69%)

258 
(72%)

2005/2006 2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016

Total number of completed reports Non-drug health technologies



Reference 
List, 90

Summary of 
Abstracts, 

145

Summary 
with Critical 
Appraisal, 

120

Peer-
reviewed 
Summary 

with 
Critical 

Appraisal; 
1

Systematic 
Review with 

Meta-
Analysis; 2

2015-2016 Production



Practical Considerations
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• Client/end user engagement is vital to rapid reviews

• Use of experienced, skilled systematic reviewers is also 

important:

• Can be intense, overwhelming process; 

• Requires comfort with abbreviated process and 

insight into possible biases introduced; ability to 

communicate findings in light of possible 

shortcomings of the methods

• RR methods should be transparent with limitations noted 

in order for readers to determine potential biases; and  

knowing what was done and how, so readers are more 

confident in findings
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In Summary

• Health care decision-makers are increasingly using rapid 

review products to assist with decision-making

• RRs should be tailored to the needs and interests of the 

decision makers in order to maximize their value and 

potential impact

• Important to note that RRs involve trade-offs; its not easy 

to manage tensions between timelines and rigor, and 

requestors who often want it all.

• In spite of potential flaws and evolving methods, RRs may 

be extremely useful tools providing timely evidence; 

especially when evidence may not have otherwise been 

used to inform a decision
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Key Features of the Canadian Health 

Care System

• No user fees for medically 

necessary hospital and physician 

services, with charges payable for 

other services

• Publicly funded, but mix of public 

and private delivery

• Provinces and territories manage 

services, with funding support from 

the federal government



Appropriate 
Design and 
Methods?

Questions 
Relevant to 

Clinicians and 
Patients?

Accessible Full 
Publications?

Unbiased and 
Usable Report?

Chalmers and Glasziou, 2009



Appropriate 
Design and 
Methods?

Accessible Full 
Publications?

Unbiased and 
Usable Report?

Questions 
Relevant to 

Clinicians and 
Patients?

CADTH Rapid Response

Request submitted to RR producer Yes

Purpose of RR report To inform decision on coverage, purchase, 
policy and/or clinical practice

Education Session with Client Topic refinement call with client to define scope 
prior to starting work



Appropriate 
Design and 
Methods?

Questions 
Relevant to 

Clinicians and 
Patients?

Accessible Full 
Publications?

Unbiased and 
Usable Report?

CADTH Rapid Response

Title, project scope and research 
questions

PICO, key questions, scope defined with 
requestor

Types of questions Clinical efficacy, effectiveness, diagnostic or 
screening test accuracy, cost-effectiveness, safety, 
CPGs

Search primary studies Yes

Grey literature Yes

Search timeframe 5 years (default)

Language English only



Appropriate 
Design and 
Methods?

Questions 
Relevant to 

Clinicians and 
Patients?

Accessible Full 
Publications?

Unbiased and 
Usable Report?

CADTH Rapid Response

Study selection, data abstraction and 
critical appraisal

Single researcher

Tools for CA Validated tools based on design of included 
studies

Narrative summary Yes

Meta-analysis No



Appropriate 
Design and 
Methods?

Questions 
Relevant to 

Clinicians and 
Patients?

Accessible Full 
Publications?

Unbiased and 
Usable Report?

CADTH Rapid Response

Report submission to client Yes

Report disseminated beyond original 
requestor

Yes

Reports posted on website Yes



Appropriate 
Design and 
Methods?

Questions 
Relevant to 

Clinicians and 
Patients?

Accessible Full 
Publications?

Unbiased and 
Usable Report?

CADTH Rapid Response

Development of ‘key messages’ Yes. Key findings highlighted in the report. One 
page plain language “Reports in Brief” with key 
messages are prepared

Report contains reference to RR 
methods used

Yes

Requestor feedback sought Yes


